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TRUSTEES’ REPORT

We are
Citizens Advice Harlow
We’re here for everyone.
We give people the knowledge and confidence they need
to find their way forward – whoever they are, and
whatever problem they face.
We provide free, independent, confidential and impartial
advice and campaign on big issues affecting peoples
lives.
Our goal is to help everyone find a way forward, whatever
problem they face.
We’re an independent charity and part of the Citizens
Advice network across England and Wales.
We value diversity, promote equality and challenge
discrimination wherever we see it.
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John Barber
Chair of Trustees
When I was first asked to take on this role, I was
innocently told that the time involved was
probably 4 evening meetings a year with a few
extra hours thrown in along the way. However,
the role of the chair is to ensure the
organisation runs smoothly and effectively and,
in extreme cases, this means taking control
which inevitable amounts to rather more than a
few evening meetings.
This year has been one of those years.
Following 9 successful years at our helm, our
previous CEO Tiz Groom reluctantly resigned
her post at the end of February owing to family
commitments. We would like to thank her for
her kindness and unstinting service. At this
juncture, a triumvirate of Trustees (Andrew
Whybrow, Richard Lane and myself) together
with our Head of Operations, our Office
Manager and our Head of Training took control
of the organisation by way of fortnightly
management meetings. This was in addition to
working two half days a week to ensure staff
and clients encountered an uninterrupted
service. I am immensely grateful to Sadie
Crocker, our Office Manager and of course our
Head of Operations Mhairi Laker-Jones who,
together with our Training Manager Chelsey
Thomson were all instrumental at keeping the
boat afloat during that period.

It’s true that there are many similar
organisations that provide advice locally
but we are unique due to the volume of
numbers we help, the training we provide,
the advice quality audit which monitors
our output and our links to a national
voice that is heard right at the top of our
government. I feel that our audit of the
quality of our advice, unheard of
elsewhere in the sector, is a crucial part of
our structure that is rarely understood or
appreciated.
Lastly I must emphasise the point I have
made in the previous year about Citizens’
Advice being an holistic solution centre.
When clients approach us, they will be
firmly focussed on an issue that they just
cannot solve on their own. They believe
that if this can be solved then life will be
manageable again. However, research
shows that people who face crisis often
make poor decisions because they focus
almost entirely on their most immediate
need and ignore almost all the other
issues that face them.

Our advisers are trained not just to find a
solution to the most pressing problem and,
where practical, empower the client to
solve it themselves, but whilst doing so,
I would like to talk about ethos. Ethos in service gently probe any other issues that may
companies in the UK is something that seems to have a bearing on the case. Some
organisations with whom we appear to
have taken a back seat as profitability and CEO
compete may offer a service to address a
pay appear to have driven businesses forward.
specialised part of an individual’s situation
We are driven by only one thing and this is
and then signpost them to us for the rest
to help people to help themselves.
however it is only Citizens Advice that has
the capability and national resource
network to work with a client on all their
Ultimately our success in what we do largely
problems whilst auditing the quality of this
rests on the broad shoulders of our staff
advice. So, with advice also being available
and volunteers whose selfless commitment to
on-line via our new website and via the
our client needs, our quality of work, and our
phone we offer multiple opportunities for
internal and external auditing processes.
access.
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Ayub Khan
Chief Executive Officer
The world we’re in is complex at the best of
times. Here in the UK we have a political crisis
which has done little to ease deeply entrenched
inequality across society. Over the years we
have seen a noticeable divide between people
living in affluent, multicultural cities and those
from struggling post-industrial towns. Yet, there
are positives. One such example is that of the
Citizens Advice Service here in Harlow. It’s been
a beacon of light serving residents and the
wider community since 1956. People come to
us every day seeking advice on a range of
matters. It’s not unusual to see people forming
an orderly queue at our centre in East Gate each
day in order to speak to our volunteers and paid
staff, to get advice on matters ranging from
Housing, general consumer issues, help with
Universal Credit to specialist free legal advice on
family welfare issues to all residents in Harlow
delivered via a network of local solicitors who
offer their services on a pro bono basis.
Achievements and Performance
It’s been a busy and rewarding year. During this
period, Citizens Advice Harlow (CAH), secured a
three-year funding commitment from Harlow
Council for Advice services. This was a highly
competitive tendering process. The award of
the contract was an endorsement of the quality
and impact of work that Citizens Advice delivers
for Harlow.
This year we have delivered high quality,
independent, targeted free advice to 2,494
clients. Not everyone who accesses our service
requires assistance with one single issue. It is
often the case that there are multiple issues to
help resolve. Over the course of the year our
volunteers and paid staff helped tackle 10,576
issues. We helped clients write off £209,692 of
debts and helped others reschedule their
payments. Our Advisers also resulted in helping
clients with income gains of £315,534.

We continue to deal with emergency clients
every day and clients who are vulnerable are
given face-to-face support. We also operate
a telephone Advice Line. We intend to
continue to develop our phone and digital
services further in the new financial year.
CAH regularly seeks feedback on our
performance from clients. Among those
who have responded there is a high level of
satisfaction with well over 80% stating they
are satisfied or very satisfied with the
service they received: A similar percentage
of clients said that they would use the
service again and would recommend CAH to
friends or family.
Plans for the future
We have a strong ambition and desire to see
the successful completion of the three-year
contract with Harlow Council. In addition,
plans are being made to ensure there are
sustainable funding streams in place to
continue delivering a Citizens Advice Service
in Harlow, as has been the case since 1956.
A big priority over the next year will be to
secure long term accommodation The lease
on the main centre in Harlow is secured on
a short term basis and is expected to end
within the next 6 months due to the
regeneration and development of Harlow
Town Centre.
Together with Trustees we have started the
work looking for new accommodation.
Options for what will be needed are going to
be dependant upon what service CAH will
deliver in the future. Whilst we have seen
an increase in our face to face work, it is
envisaged that there will be more and more
demand for an increased telephone and
digital offer over the next few years. This is
likely to mean we need less office space
than we currently utilise.
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Ayub Khan
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Our strategy
Our current strategy, which covers the period
2015–2020, has 5 key goals. These are:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Make it easier to get advice
Be more influential
Work together as one service
Be even more effective and sustainable

5. Be a stronger equality champion
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Our impact in
Harlow
We gave advice directly – whether
face-to-face, on the phone or through
letters/email – to 2,494 clients,
With 10,576 problems.

87% 52%

ADVICE ISSUES TACKLED

10,576

38%
9%
CLIENTS ADVISED

2,494

4%
Face-to-face

We provided advice, support
or information to 2494 clients
directly through Citizens Advice
Harlow, including:

Telephone

Letters/Email

Gender

Female
Male

CLIENTS SATISFIED WITH
OUR SERVICE

80%

Disability / Long-term health

Disabled
Long-term health condition
Not disabled/no health problems

Ethnicity

White
Asian
Black
Mixed
Other

OUR ADVICE HELPED CLIENTS
GAIN AN ADDITIONAL INCOME OF

£315,534

WE HELPED CLIENTS WRITE OFF
DEBTS OF

£209,692
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The top 6 issues people came to us about were:

Highest

Benefits &
tax credits

Lowest

Debt

Housing

Relationships Employment
& family

Legal

Our service is run by:

11
LOCAL STAFF

68
TRAINED

10
TRUSTEES

VOLUNTEERS

813

Citizens Advice Harlow,
a convener of local
partnerships
To deliver a high-quality advice service means that we have
to work in partnership with a range of statutory and nonstatutory agencies in Harlow. Not only do we convene
partnerships, we take part in partnerships sharing resources,
local intelligence and know how to deliver outcomes for
Harlow residents.
The additional value that we bring to local partnerships can
also be seen in our work as part of a network of over 280
independent local Citizens Advice members that forms the
national Citizens Advice. This allows us to take part in
national campaign work and have direct contact to policy
makers. Our national campaigns have included the
following:

Settled and safe: a renter’s
right
We campaigned for better protections for private renters.
We helped secure a ban on letting agent fees for tenants
and the government has introduced measures to tackle
rogue landlords and improve protections and redress for
renters.
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Payday Loans
Payday loan companies were not treating their customers fairly.
Following our campaign, the Financial Conduct Authority
introduced tough new rules on payday lenders. Since then the
number of people seeking our help with payday loans has
halved.

Dialling down debt
Mobile phone companies' lagged behind other industries at
supporting customers who were in debt. We influenced the law so
that they now have to give customers the option to cap how
much they spend on their phone bill each month.

Pop goes the payslip – Universal
Credit
Universal Credit is the government's ambitious new welfare
reform and our campaign highlighted some of the challenges
facing many families. The Government implemented our
recommendation to increase the support available for childcare
costs.

Bailiffs
Following our campaign the Government published new
guidance for local authorities on collecting council tax arrears.
Over 1.5m residents are now better protected from aggressive
bailiffs.
10

Income security
Income
security
In a fast changing
labour market, we wanted to make sure
people had the ability to enforce their rights. We helped
In
a fast changing
labour
market, we wanted
tofees,
makeand
sure
campaign
for the ban
on employment
tribunal
people
hadthe
theTaylor
abilityreview
to enforce
their rights.
We helped
influenced
of modern
employment
to include
campaign
forsuggestions.
the ban on employment tribunal fees, and
many of our
influenced the Taylor review of modern employment to include
many of our suggestions.
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Case Studies
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Paul’s story
Paul is 18 years old and has long term health conditions, he has
difficulty reading and writing which meant submitting a claim for
Universal Credit (UC) was a daunting task for our client.
Citizens Advice Harlow helped Paul submit his claim for UC, during
this process our Adviser identified that Paul could make a claim for
Personal Independent Payment (PIP).
Paul was previously in receipt of Disability Living Allowance (DLA) until
he was reassessed for PIP and was found to be ineligible which resulted
in his payments being stopped. We helped Paul to submit a new
claim for PIP and guided him through the application process.
Paul was awarded PIP at the enhanced rate for care and mobility.
As a result our client went from having no income to receiving monthly
payments of £251.77 for Universal Credit, £265.20 for PIP mobility
Component and £379.80 for PIP care component. Paul also received a
back payment from PIP of £3,073.12.
Paul's income went from zero to £10,761.44 per annum.
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Paul is now in a better
position and for the first
time in his life can see a
way forward.
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Mary’s story
Mary is a single 52 year old lady in receipt of Universal Credit (UC).
She lives in a local authority property and is currently unable to work.
Mary’s property has three bedrooms, as a result of being under
occupied bedroom tax had been applied. Mary was in a joint
tenancy with her ex-partner which meant she had been unable
to downsize. As a result of this a debt of over £2,000 of rent arrears
had built up and a Notice Seeking Possession had been issued.
Mary also had other debts of £11,500 which included council tax and
water.
Our Benefits Specialist and Money Specialist worked together
to help Mary.
Mary was awarded Personal Independent Payment (PIP) care
component at enhanced rate of £57.30 but her mobility was
downgraded to standard rate of £22.65 which also meant she would
have to give up her motability car.
We assisted Mary to make a Mandatory Reconsideration which
was successful. This meant that she was awarded the enhanced
rate for mobility of £57.30 per week and she was able to keep her
motability car. We assisted Mary to apply for a Discretionary
Housing Benefit for her rent shortfall which was awarded at
£30 per week. As a result the council decided not to pursue
court action.
With the help of our DRO Intermediary a Debt Relief Order was
applied for and her debts where written off.
15
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”A special thank you
for all your help and
support over this last
year. I could never of got
through it without your
help and advice”
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What
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say
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Advice Harlow
about us
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the people
theprovided.
desk were
And
thank
you
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there
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help
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rightsomeone
place. Thank
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Saw Pam who is an
exceptional lady. Made me
feel completely at ease. Also
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make sure
I can
only
speakme
fortomyself
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but issue
the woman
who Absolute
helped
Diamond.
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and reassuring and helped
me a lot.

The Harlow CAB team offer
the town
a very
good service,
Excellent
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I wouldn’t
great asset
toto
have.
haveaknown
where
start.
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What clients say about
Citizens Advice Harlow
Every time I have come in,
the people at the desk were
so very helpful and the
people help me get to the
right place. Thank you all
so much.

I can only speak for myself
but the woman who helped
me was so understanding
and reassuring and helped
me a lot.

Excellent service. I wouldn’t
have known where to start.
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Our trustees
John Barber (Chair) started work in Lloyd’s
of London community in 1970 ultimately holding
many directorships and culminating in being
elected to the ruling Council of Lloyd’s in 1998.
Retiring from the city in 2004 he has spent the
last 15 years in a wide variety of voluntary roles
including teaching IT and in the Citizen’s Advice
network.
John joined the board 21 July 2015

Ernest Onyema is a consultant Ophthalmic
Surgeon at North East London NHS Treatment
Centre, King George hospital. He is a member
of the Royal College of Ophthalmologists London,
American Academy of Ophthalmology, British
Medical Association and Medical Defence Union
and a fellow at the Royal College of Surgeons
Edinburgh. Ernest is also a Medical Liaison
Officer at the Royal Medical Benevolence Fund
and a UK representative at GEANCO Foundation.
Ernest joined the board on 19 July 2011

Andrew Whybrow (Treasurer) is a retired
Retail Banking Risk Management Professional.
He is an active member of Essex Wildlife Trust
and the RSPB.
Andrew joined the board on 29 April 2014

Richard Lane is a ex-foreign exchange dealer
with an MBA from the Open University. More
recently he was part of a Global Business System
Implementation Team, working in Europe, Asia
and the United States. Richard has also been a
guest lecturer at the University of Hertfordshire
for the past 6 Years. He is a strong advocate of
justice, fair play and doing the right thing.
Richard joined the board on 26 November 2013

Robin Lee is retired from his position as an
Executive Director of Innovation Technologies
at PPD and is now Chair at Volunteer Uttlesford.
Robin works with several charities including
NSPCC, RNIB, Support 4 Sight and Essex
Libraries.
Robin joined the board on 1 June 2015
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Karen Smith has had a long career in energy,
banking and financial services. The majority
was spent in Project Management, IT
implementations and training for a central bank.
Latterly Karen worked for a financial institution
in financial crime compliance and has spent a
number of years as a self-employed consultant.
Karen joined the board 24 May 2017

Graeme Carter returned to the United Kingdom
in August 2018, where he had been working in
South East Asia as head of global purchasing for
an international firm. Graeme is currently
upgrading his legal qualifications to enable him
to practise in family, child and employment law.
He has plans to start a part-time PhD in June 2020
focusing primarily on Human Rights legislation
in Vietnam. In his free time, other than enjoying
time with his wife and two sons, he is a governor
of a local school and also supports the Personal
Support Unit based at Chelmsford County Court.
Graeme joined the board 3 May 2019
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Diana Murray is currently on the governing
body of New City College. She is a former Senior
Diana Murray isManager
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a
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Stephen Crane has had a long career in public
service, firstly with HM Customs and latterly
Stephen
Crane
hasbeen
had involved
a long career
with
HMRC.
He has
in in public
service,
firstly
with
HM
Customs
and
latterly
investigation work, developing computer
systems
with techniques
HMRC. He has
involved
in
audit
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as a Senior
Manager,
led
investigation
work,for
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computer
teams
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the tax affairs
of thesystems
audit techniques
and as a Senior Manager, led
largest
UK companies.
teams responsible for the tax affairs of the
largest UK
companies.
Stephan
joined
the board 17 October 2018
Stephan joined the board 17 October 2018
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#TEAMHARLOW
Our Values

We are open and transparent
We continue to learn and grow
We have trust in each other
We aim for quality whatever our role
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Free, confidential advice.
Whoever you are.
We’re here for everyone.
We give people the knowledge and confidence they need to find
their way forward – whoever they are, and whatever problem they
face.
We provide free, independent, confidential and impartial advice
and campaign on big issues affecting people’s lives.
Our goal is to help everyone find a way forward, whatever problem
they face.
We’re an independent charity and part of the Citizens Advice
network across England and Wales.
We value diversity, promote equality and challenge discrimination
wherever we see it.

harlowcitizensadvice.org.uk
13 – 15 East Gate
Harlow
Essex
CM20 1HP
Charity Registration Number: 1135235
Company Number: 7013193
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. FRN:617624

